
For President Trump to insert into his speeches 
 

The only reason the Board of Elections exists in each county – the only reason - is to 
publish the accurate results of the election. 

A mega-election-vendor named Dominion got caught switching 6000 votes from Trump 
to Biden on their secret software in only one Michigan county. But who hired Dominion 
to run the election on their secret software? The local county Board of Elections did and 
the Secretary of State. 

Actually, Dominion is one of THREE mega-election-vendors, the other two being Hart and 
ES&S (Election Systems and Services). One of these three Mega-Election-Vendors have 
been hired by about 96% of our counties, so about 3000 counties -- and these three 
election vendors process 99% of our USA votes and on their SECRET, privately-owned 
computer software programs, which the election officials agree not to inspect. 

If I were Sherlock Holmes or Columbo, the first thing I would want to know is: WHO ARE 
THESE THREE MEGA-ELECTION VENDORS, Dominion, Hart, and ES&S – who process 99% 
of our votes in secret? 

And – the FAKE NEWS MEDIA -- ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN, MSNBC and FOX, have been hiding 
the existence of these mysterious Mega-Election-Vendors from you for years, and even 
for decades. FAKE NEWS. 

It’s not my responsibility, or your responsibility, to prove that votes have been stolen 
from Trump or any other candidate. 

It is the responsibility of each county’s Board of Elections to prove TO US that the 
computer results they published are accurate. 

Where did these published computer results come from? Why does the FAKE news 
media accept them without question? 

We need to examine all the ballots, and we need to examine all the secret computer 
programs. We need to investigate Dominion, Hart, and ES&S -- because the Fake News 
Media isn’t going to do it for us. 

Three Supreme Court Decisions have ruled clearly and emphatically that your right to 
vote consists of TWO parts: 1) the Right to cast a ballot; and, 2) the Right to KNOW that 
your vote was counted accurately. We cannot see inside these easily-rigged secret 
computer programs, therefore all computerized vote counts are illegal. In the future, we 
need paper ballots, counted in public, BEFORE they leave the public’s sight to ensure an 
accurate count. 


